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D. B. Simons1 

and 
, 

E. V. Richardson-

Synopsis 

Alluvial cMnnel stage and depth discbarge relations were studied in 

a large sand bed recirculating flume. The form of the stage or depth dis

charge relation is intimately related to: 

1. Regime of flow 

2. Form of bed roughness 

a. Characteristics of the bed material 

b. Concentration of fine sediment 

c. Tem:pere.tuxe 

3. Rate of change of' discharge with time 

In the range of shear which develops ripples and dunes on the bed the ris

ing stage curve is usually quite different from the falling stage curve, 

and these curves are only valid for the conditions upon which they a.re 

based -- no gen,~ral solution is possible. In the range of shear which 
• 

• • 

i 
. ' t 

develops plane bed, standing sand and water waves which are in phase, and 

antidunes the rising and falling stage curves coincide and hold for.all 

values of dischsrge associated with these forms of bed roughness. 

t ' L , eydraulic Engineer, U.S.G.S., Colorado State University 
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't-Jlen a c:i.a.·r:1el cxr c!'iar:.ces Q .. shear ,I::rlch d.~velop cltD:;;!S at small dis -

charges e.;J.d plane bed and r;erha:ps standing wa;,·es and anticlunes at larger 

discharges, there is a cliscontinm:i;y in the stage or depth-discharge curves 

particularly on the rising stage which occurs when the dunes wash out. 

This is caused by the large red·.1.ction in resj_sta.nce to flow, which occurs 

-.,hen the bed form changes from :::t:pples or dunes to plane bed, standing waves, 

or antidunes, and the resultant reduction in depth and stage even though 

{1iscb.arge is increasing. 

REGIMES OF FLOW AND FORM3 o:r BED ROUGHNESS IN ALLUVIAL CHANNELS 

In a rigid channel a well defined depth or stage-discharge curve can be 

developed which has only minor scatter and in most cases no discontinuities . 

When developing stage-discharge curves for alluvial streams, this i deal con

dition is not the ti.sual case. Because of the extreme variation which occurs 

in the resistance to flow as discharge and form of bed roughness va:ry, and 

because of the effect of rate of change of discharge with time on the rate 

of development of' the various forms of bed roughness, the stage discharge 

cu..""Ve can be of several different forms. In fact, ,several different forms 

are possible at a sj_ngle station unless the shear on the bed ia always large 

enough that ripples ano. dunes do not develop. If one is not awa.re of the 

possible changes in the form of bed roughness which cause the shape of the 

stage-discharge curve to va:ry from time to time and flood to flood, it is 

impossible to expla.:in the apparent haphazard scatter of points which results. 

Unf'orcunately, in many cases, this scatter has often been blamed on the 

inaccuracy of measui~ernents. Ust-i.ally, this is not the case. 

The regimes of flow and forms of bed rou.ghness as discussed by Simons 

and Riche.rdson (1959a) can be summarized as follows: 
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Tranquil F'low Regime, Fr< 1 (Based upon local values of velocity and 
depth) 

Plane bed (no sediment movement) 

Ripples 

Dunes with ripples su:perposed 

Dunes 

Transition {washed out dunes) 

Plane bed (de:pends on size of bed material) 

Rapid Flow Regime, Fr> 1 {Based upon local values of velocity and 
depth) 

Standing waves (depends on size of bed material) 

Antic1unes 

Violent antidunes 

The plane bed wlth sediment moving in the tranquil :flow regime only 

occurs when the median size of bed material is approximately o.4 nnn and 

smaller. Standing we.ves only occur when the median size of bed material 

d is larger than approximate]¥ o.4 mm. The major forms of bed roughness 

are illustrated in Figure 1. The major variables which influence the 

form of bed roughness are indlcated in Equation 1. 

Bed Roughness = [!, S, d,Ci, er, f', f's,}'-, sf' w, fJ -1 

in which 

D is the depth 

S is the slope of energy gradient 

d is the median diameter of bed material 

a- is the standard deviation of the bed material 

Cf is the concentration a,f fine sediment 

f' is the mass density of' the llate:.: 

ff; is the mass density of the sedi.ment 
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µ. is the dynamic Viscosi t~r of the water 

sf is the shape factor of the cross section 

w is the fall velocity of the bed material 

fs is the seepage force 

In alluvial channels there is usually either inflow to or outflow from 

the channel through the bank ancl bed material ·which causes seepage forces . 

If there is inflow, the seei::age force acts to reduce the effective size of 

the sand; and, consequently, the stability of the bed material. If there 

is outflow from a channel, the seepage force acts in the direction of 

gravity and increases the effective size of the sancl and stability of the 

bed material. In effect, the se!e!)Bge force reduces or increases the effec

tive size of the bed material by changing its effective weight. As a 

direct result, the seepage forces can influence the form of bed roughness 

and the resistance to f~ow for a. ~iven channel_ s~ope, channel sl}.ape, .bed. 

material, and discharge. For example, a bed material with median diameter 

of o. 5 mm will be molded into the followiLlg forms as shear is increased: 

ripples, dunes, transition, ~tan.ding sand and water wa.ves, and antidunes. 

If this same material is subjected to a seepage force which reduces its 

effect5.ve weight · to a. value consistent with that of fine sand which has a 

median diameter d = 0. 3 mm the forms of bed roughneGs will be rip]?les, 

dunes, transition, plane bed, and antidunes. The reason for this difference 

in the forms of bed roughness is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows quali

tatively the effect of size of bed material on forms of bed roughness. With 

the o. 5 nun sand, a break in the rating curve normally occurs as bed roughness 

changes from dunes to standing waves at a Froude number of one. However, 

with the seepage force in effect, a break in the rating curve can occur when 

the dune condition changes to p19.Ile bed at a Froude number of much less than 

one, probably at Fr= o. 5. 
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With the seepage force acting with grav:i.t.y, the 0.5 mm material a.c"ts 

as if it were coarser and a.gai~ there is some effect on form of bed rous}mess 

and the stage-discharge relation. 

A rather common field condition involves out:llow from the channel 

during the rising stage which builds up bank storage and increases the 

stability of the bed and bank material. Then on the falling stage, the 

situation reverses. There is inflow to the channel due to the presence of 

bank storage which reduces the effective weight and stability of the bed 

and bank material. This field situation can also influence the form of 

bed roughness and the stage-discharge relations. 

It has been shmm by Simons and Richardson (1959c) that the presence 

of fine sediment in the wate:r; such as cl~influences the resistance to flow. 

Using a bentonite clay, it has been determined in the laboratory that with 

concentrations of this type of fine sediment on the order of 40,000 ppm, 

resistance to flow in the dune range is reduced as much as 40 per cent. 

This fine material may reduce resistance to flow to an even greater extent 

under field conditions by decreasing the bank roughness as well as the bed 

roughness, and as previously discussed, any factor which influences bed 

roughness and resistance to flow will likewise alter the form of the stage

discharge relation. Also, fine sediment in the flow may change a standing 

wave condition into a breaking antidune with an increase in resistance ·to 

flow. Thus, i.~he stage-discharge relationshi]?S for _ a stream may be different 

for clear water than for heavily sediment-lad.en flow. 

C'nanges in temperature can alter the form of bed roughness; and hence, 

the resistance to flow. Ve.noni and Brooks (1957) r eport that with an 

increase in temperature, there is a decrease in resistance to flow; whereas, 

Hubbell (1956) reports that with an increase in temperature, there is an 

increase in the resistance to flow. These two apparently contradicting state

ments, which show the effect of temperature variation, a.re easily explained 
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by considering the fo.r.~ of beid roughness wM.ch existed :J.n the alluvial 

channels i n question, and t he effect of tempe1·ature change on t he fall 

diameter of the bed mater ial. A decrease in teml)era.ture increases the 

viscosity of the water and dec:reases t he fall d:i.a.meter of the sand. Thus, 

a decrease in tem:perature decreases the effect ive size of a given sand. 

Consequently, i:f' a sand bed is cover ed with small ripples and the tempera

ture of the wat er is decrea.secl, the mobility of the particles is increased 

due to the decrease in effect:Lve size of the sand larger ripples form, and 

resistance to f low increases. On t he other hand, if the form of bed rough

ness is near to or in transit j.on and t here is a reduction in the temperature 

of the wate r the effective s i ze of t he bed material is reduced, the given 

shear causes the dunes to wash out to a greater extent or perhaps even 

ca.uses the bed to become plane which; in either event, is accompanied by a 

decrease in resistance to flO'ir. Bot h of t hese phenomenon are reversible . 

RESISTANCE TO FLOW IN ALLUVIAL CHANNELS 

The resist ance to flow in alluvial channels whether in equilibrium 

or otherwise is largely dependent on t he form of the bed roughness. In 

general, the resistance to f l ow is relatively small with plane bed prior 

t o the beginning o:f bed materj_a l transport end increases in magnitude With 

i ncreasing shear reaching a mmd.mmn value with ripples or dunes depending 

on the characteristics of the bed mater ial. Resistance to flow is rela

tively large throughout t he rE'.nge of fully developed ripples and dunes. 

With further increase in shear , the transition condition is reached. At 

this point, resistance to flow reduces rapidly with further increase in 

velocity--as much as 300-400 1ier cent. The resistance to flow is minimum 

f or a given ·bed material throt:ghout the plane bed and/ or standing wave 

range. Then as antidunes develop, the resistance to flow increases slightly 

and continues t o increase with :further increase in shear. 
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A more quantitative concept of the relationship between form of bed 

roughness, resistance to flow, and size of bed material can be obtained 

by referring to Fig. 3. This figure is based upon a study conducted in a 

large recirculating flume with alluvial bed (Simons and Richardson, 1959) . 

Note that 'With the finer sand, the maximum resistance to flow occurs in the 

ripple range. This condition, which is related to the effect of size of 

bed material on forms of ripples and dunes, was discussed in a pa:per on 

forms of bed roughness by Simons and Richardson (1959a). 

Based on the preceding concept of the regimes of flow, the forms of 

bed roughness, e.nd resistance to flow in alluvial channels a realistic 

interpretation of stage-discharge curves, depth-discharge curves , and 

the peculiar variations which occur in them can be presented. These 

relations for both laboratory and field conditions will be considered. 

In the field case the conditions are such that the variation of dis

charge Q with time is large, but the corresponding variation of s l ope 

is relatively s.mall. Conversely, for laboratory conditions the variation 

in Q is small (limited by the capacity of the pumping plant) and s l ope 

can be varied over a large range at will. 

EFFECT OF REGIME OF FLOW, AND FORM OF 

BED ROWBNESS, ON T'HE STAGE-DISCHARGE TYPE RELATIONS 

To illustrate the effect of regime of flow and form of bed roughness 
' 

on stage-discharge type relations, a series of runs were routed through a 

recirculating sand bed flume in which discharge and slope were varied. 

In each run the discharge rate was changed in steps as indicated in 

Fig. 4. The duration of each run was approximately eight hours. During 

this tim~ interval, Q. was varied in steps of 3-4 . cfs every 30-45 minutes 

from a minimum of 5 cfs to a maximum of 21.5 cfs. For each discharge on 
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both the rising and fa.llin.g st ages, the c'tE{;;e, depth, veloci ty1 slo:,pe of 

·water surface, tot al sediment load, and wat er temperature were continuously 

measured. T'.ae fonn of bed roughness and how it varied with discharge and 

time 'W8.S carefully observed, described, and :photographed. The characteristics 

of the bed material used in each case were determined beforehand. The 

methods used to measure the variables are described in detail by Simons, 

Richard.son, and Albertson (1959). To observe the variation of the measured 

variables with time as discharge was changed, refer to Fig. 4. The accuracy 

of the discharge measurements were excellent. The accuracy with w'hich the 

other variables such_ as slope, total load, velocity, stage, and depth were 

measuredt-:ras limited because of the non-equilibrium condition of the flow, 

the relatively small number of measurements upon which the magnitude of a 

variable was based, and the natural variation of these variables w:t th time 

and distance. For example, it has been verified that it is necessary to 

sample total sediment load more or less continuously over a 1-2 hour period 

in order to determine accurately total sediment transportation (Simons and 

Richard.son, 1959b). In the case of these non-equilibrium runs sampling 

could only be carried out over a 15-30 minute interval; and in addition, 

sediment load was varying more radically w1 th time than norma.lly because 

once the run was started, there was never time for the channel to became 

complet ely stable before the discharge was changed. 

In spite of the limited accu~acy with which same of the variables were 

measured, the depth, discharge, and form of bed roughness data can be utili

zed to illustrate the importance of form of bed roughness on depth-discharge 

rating curves. 

TRANQUIL FLOW RUN WITH CONSTANT CHANNEL SLOPE 

The run upon which Fig. 5 is based was well within the tranquil flow 

regime. The sand bed had a median diameter of' o.45 mm. Flume conditions 
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·were such that the slope 'W8.S held nearJ.y constant throughout the duration 

of the run . The initial discha..1'ge of 5.04 c:'s was set up J2 hours prior 

to t he beginning of the run in order to start with stable channel conditions. 

The initial form of bed roughness, at minimum discharge, was small dunes 

with ripples su1?erposed . As the discharge rate was increased, the ripples 

were gradually eliminated and larger and larger dunes were developed by the 

flow. At the :peak discharge of 20.96 cfs, the form of bed roughness was 

large dunes. Af'ter reaching mrudmum discharge, the flow was reduced in 

steps to :produce a nearly symmetrical variation of discharge with time as 

illustrated in Fig. 4. It is of interest to note that the de:pth-discharge 

curve for the rising stage flow is lower than the depth-discharge curve 

for the falling stage flow. This situation can be explained in terms of 

the bed roughness and how it cha.nged with discharge and time. On the 

rising stage, the developnent of maximum roughness 1Agged the increase in 

discharge. That is, the type of bed configuration consistent with a parti

cular discharge did not have tim.e to fully develo:p before discharge was 

increased again. The net result was that the resistance to flow on the 

rising stage was lagging the increase in discharge, and depth was less for 

a given Q than it would have been if equilibrium had been established. The 

opposite condition prevails for this run on the recession side. That is, 

when discharge was decreased, the flow could not fully alter the large 

dunes to smaller ones required for equilibrium in the limited time available. 

The net result was that the channel was rougher and the depth~ greater 

than should have been for a given discharge and the recession curve of the 

depth-discharge relation was above the rising curve of the same relation. 

It should be noted that a few hours after the run vas completed, discharge 

at its original magnitude, the depth returned to its original value observed 

at the start of the run. 
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The magnitude of the sprefi.d between the two braltches of the depth

discharge relations is dependent primarily on variation of roughness which 

is influenced by rate of changi;~ of discharge with time, the characteristics 

of the bed material, and to a l imited extent, on sediment transportation and 

other variables which are discussed later. If the rate of change of dis

charge with time is large, the spread bet"t1een the two branches of the stage

discharge curve may be large or relatively small. If the rate of change of 

discharge with t ime is very small, the spread between the two branches will 

be small. At some intermedie.tei rate of change of Q. with respect to time, 

the spread between the two curves will be maximum. 

The size of the bed material is an important variable because with fine 

sand, the rate of change of bed configuration with time is faster than for 

a coarse sand, and the break in the rating curve occurs at smaller shear. 

Hence, the spreed between the rising and falling curves of a depth-discharge 

relation for a fine sand can be larger or smaller, and the break in the 

rating curve develops earlier, considering a particular rwi than for a coarse 

sand. 

TRANQUIL FLOW RUN, CHANNEL SLOPE VARYING WITH DISCHARGE 

Another depth-discharge relation for the type of run illustrated in 

Fig. 4 is presented in Fig. 6. There was no tail gate control at the end of 

the flume, slope of energy gradient varied directly with discharge, and the 

median diameter of bed material d was 0.28 mm. As before, on the rising 

stage .curve the development of resistance to flow lagged the increase in dis

charge. On the falling stage, the rising stage curve held near :peak discharge 

after which the recession curve was above the rising depth-discharge relation. 

This latter condition indicates an excessive resistance to flow caused by 

residual bed roughness. That such was probably the case, can be verified 
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by considsring variation of f or.m of' bed roughness with discharge . As 

indicated in Fig. 6, at minimum discharge the initial bed roughness was 

ripples. As discharge 'WRS increased, the bed form changed to: ripples 

superposed on dunes, large dunes, and finally a transition condition 

which was nearly a plane bed developed. On the falling stage, the bed 

roughness was first modified from the transition condition back to large 

dunes. With f'urther reduction in discharge, the resistance to flow was 

greater than normal due to the residual dunes. At minimum discharge, the 

bed roughness was ripples superposed on small dunes and residual dunes. 

The minimum flow was maintained for a period of 12 hours beyond completion 

of the 8 hour run. At the end of this time, the residual dunes had dis

appeared and the rising and falling stage curves coincided giving the 

closed loop depth-discharge relation presented in Fig. 6. It is important 

to note near maximum discharge, that after the change from dunes to tran

sistion, the depth-discharge curve was the same for both the rising and 

falling stage. 

TRANQUIL AND RAPID FLOW RUN, SU>PE 

VARYING WITH DISCHARGE 

The physical conditions associated with this run were the same as des

cribed for Fig. 6 except channel slope was steeper. Referring to Fig. 7, 

the initial bed roughness at the beginning of the run (stable flow) was dunes 

with ripples superposed. AI3 the discharge was increased, ripples were elimi

nated and larger dunes developed. With further increase in discharge, the 

transition from dunes to plane bed developed followed by a plane bed condi

tion. The curve connecting the points for the plane bed condition was dis

placed appreciably :f'rom the rising stage curve for ripples superposed on 

dunes and dunes. That is, the change in resistance to flow which occurred 

as a form of bed roughness changed from dunes to plane bed caused a significant 

brea.k in the rating curve. This break in the depth-discharge curve is 
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·~ypical of the 1n·ea.ks in the st:1.gc-discha.rge Cl'lrVCG of most alluvial chrumels 

in which the form of' bed roughness changes from ripples and/or dunes to 

plane bed and/or rapid flow. 

The curve representing the falling stage condition show that there 

is a ca:mnon curve for rising and. falling stage with plane bed and/or rapid 

:now. However, it is of' :i.nte:rest to note that the change from dunes to 

:plane bed takes place at a larger discharge on the rising stage than the 

change from plane bed to du.11es on th"' falling stage. In fact, in this 

case, it wa.s difficult for the bed to change from a plane to dunes in the 

time allowed betueen changes in discharge. That is, dunes and ripples never 

developed vn ·i;ha :tall.i..ug i:. i;~e i;o ~~ eA·~cui; which t.h~J cUd. on the rj_sing 

stage. Hence, resistance to flow and depths were .,..,:.aJ.J.r:r for small discharges 

ing st.age. Note that the reverse condition was true in Fig. 5 e.nd Fig. 6. 

Hm1ever, the foregoing cond.ttion could be reversed by using a longer time 

period between changes :tn discharge. That is, if rate of change of discharge 

with respect to time was decreased. Under this condition, dunes would have 

bad ·time to develop and the rising and falling stage curves in the ripple e.nd 

dune range of bed roughness would be closer together. In fact, if the rate 

of change of discharge ua.s much slwer on the falling stage than on the 

rising stage, the falling stage curve would probably cross and be above the 

rising stage curve. Thus, rate of change of Q vlth respect to time plays 

an extremely important role in defining shape o:f' the depth-discharge relat on. 

At minimum discharge, e.t t,he e1;.d of the run, the point on the falling stage 

curve was considerably below the corresponding point for equilibrium conditions 

on the rising stage. Holding c.ischa.rge constant, this l)Oint moved vertically 

upward with time until, when equilibrimn conditions were again reached, the 

two points were supecyosed. 
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RAPID I'LOW RUN, Fr >1 

The most s:l.m:ple form of stage-discharge curve in alluvial channels 

exists when considering streams in which the shear is too large f'or dunes 

to form. T'nis condition was investigated in the laboratory using a sand 

bed with a median diameter of o.45 mm. The resultant depth-d:tscharge curve 

is presented in Fig. 8. At miLimum fl0v1 on the rising stage, the bed rough

ness consisted of :Plane bed, st.anding waves, and very limited antidune 

actiVity. AB discharge was increased, the antidune activity increased 

until at :peak discharge there wiw vecy strong a.ntidune actiYity. On the 

falling stage, the process reversed itself. That is, antidune activity 

diminished to the original plane bed, standing wave, and mild antidune con-· 

dition. There is no break in this rating curve. The rising stage and fall

ing stage points, excluding error in measurement of depth, fall on a common 

curve. This inaicates that dei:th-discbarge curves for field conditions 

should be rea.sonably acclU'a.te when the bed shear is large enough that dunes 

have been eliminated. Tb.is accuracy of the depth-discharge relationship 

in rapid flow is al.so illustrated in Fig. 9 after the break occurred. With 

finer sand (d:$.0.3 mm) there was a relatively rapid increase in resistance 

to flow with increasing Froude number in the rapid :flow regime. Tb.is may 

increase the scatter in the depth-discharge relation for the finer sand 

in this regime. 

TRANQUIL AND RAPID FLOW RUN, 

SLOPE VARYING WITH DISCHARGE 

The conditions for this run were similar to those which yielded Fig. 7 

except that the size or the bed material was coarser having a median diameter 

of o.45 mm instead of 0.28 mm. Tb.ere was no control at the tail gate, and the 
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varie.tion of discharge with time "rae essentially symmetrical as illustrated 

in Fig. 4. In F:tg. 9 at the beginning of the run, the bed configuration 

was regular dunes of medium amp.litude. M the discharge was increased, large 

dunes, transition, and finally standing waves developed. As the form of 

bed roughness changed from dunes to standing waves, a significant break 

develOIJ8d in the depth-discharge curve. To the right of the break in the 

rapid flow range, the rising and falling stage rele.tion can be represented 

by a single curve. This portion is similar to the depth-discharge relation 

illustrated in Fig. 8, and the portion of Fig. 7 to the right of the loop. 

With falling stage in the vicini·ty of and immediately to the left of the 

break in the rating curve, dunes were reforming; but size of dunes and, 

hence, magnitude of resistance to flow was less than for comparable discharge 

on the rising stage. With :f'urther reduction of discharge, dunes developed to 

the point where a.t a still smaller discharge, a residual dune effect was 

appai•ent. That is, dunes remained which were larger than they were for com

parable discharge on the rising stage curve; hence, the falling stage rela

tion crosses the rising stage relation and remains above it because of this 

extra resistance contri"Quted by the residual dunes. At the termination of 

the run, the point on the falling stage curve continued to drop with time 

until it matched the initial point on the rising stage curve completing the 

loop as shown. Age.in the :falling stage curve at the end of the run returned 

to the initial point after the run had been continued :for a period of time. 

The significance of this return to the original conditions after compl etion 

of the runs (Fig. 6, 7, and 9) indicates the accuracy of the de.ta. and the 

ability to accurately repeat an equilibrium run. 

This depth-d:tscharge curve again emphasizes that size of bed material 

and rate of change of discharge with time are closezy rele.ted to the shape 

of the depth-discharge relation in the ripple and dune range of bed r oughness. 
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Thus, an infi nite number of possibilities exist in the ripple-dune range. 

If the rate of change of discharge with ·time was faster, the faJ.ling stage 

curve might not cross the rising stage curve at all; or if the rate of change 

of discharge was very slow, the :falling stage curve would cross the rising 

stage curve a.ta larger discharge. Similarly, if the rate of change of 

discharge on the rising stage was different, the position of this curve 

would be changed; and for a different size of bed material, the brea.k in 

the rat1.ng curve would develop at a different discharge. 

RAPID AND TRANQUIL FLOW RUN 

SLOPE VARYING INVERSELY WITH DISCHARGE 

To :further illustrate the numerous types of stage or depth-discharge 

relations which are possible in alluvial channels, consider the situation 

where there was a channel constriction at the end of the flume. The channel 

slope and size of constriction were of such a nature that at small discharges 

flow was rapid; and a.s discharge was increased, the constriction caused tran

quil flow conditions to develop. The depth-discharge relation for this con-· 

dit.ton is illustrated in Figure 10. At the beginning of the run, equili

brium condition, flow was rapid. There were small standing sand and ~ter 

waves as well as a.ntidunes. As discharge was increased, the magni tu.de of the 

Froude number soon began to decrease because of the backwater effect of the 

constriction; dunes began to develop. With still :further increase in dis

charge, large dunes develOl)E!d and this bed configuration existed at ma.x:tmum 

discharge. As magnitude of discharge was decreased, large residual dunes per

sisted which caused a greater resistance to flow on the falling stage than 

that which existed at the same discharge on the rising stage. With further 

reduct ion in discharge, the backwater curve effect reduced and the Froude 

number increased until the transition condition (washed out dunes) developed. 
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With still further reduction in discharge, the Froude number became greater 

than unity and ral)id flow develo:ped with standing sand and 'W'ater waves and 

some antidune activity. 

The depth-discharge relation of Figure 10 is practicaJ.ly the reverse 

of the ones illustre.ted in Fig. 6 and 7. 

As with the other depth-discharge relations presented herein, the 

form of the curve or C\L""'"Ves is intime.tely elated to the rate of change 

of discharge with time and the size and gradation of the bed material. 

Except in the re.pid flow regime, the depth-discharge relations can only 

be identical for nms and physical conditions which are identical. 

OTHER FAC'I-ORS WHICH INFLUENCE 

DEP!'H AND STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONS 

Thus far, the importance of the physical conditions existing in a 

channel including the rate of change of discharge with time and the 

characteristics of the bed material on depth and stage-discharge relations 

have been emphasized. There are other factors 'W'hich can be of at least 

minor importance; such a.s, bank vegetation, scour and/or fill, the bulking 

or consolidation of the sand bed due to the form of bed roughness, and wind 

action. These additional factors will be considered qualitatively. 

It is a matter of fact that the presence of bank vegetation which 

trails in the water cross section aJ.1.d/or aqua.tic plants CaJ.l appreciably 

increase resistance to flow in natural channels. In view of this, it is 

suggested that the presence of vegetation in an alluvial channel CaJ.l delay 

the break in a rating curve and even eliminate it in some cases. It caJ.1 

also change the spread between rising stage Md falling stae;e curves within 

the tranquil flow regime. For example, the channel vegetation presents a 

large resistance to flow on the rising stage causing greater than normal 

depth until the vegetation is plastered down by the action o~ the water-
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sediment complex. Then on the falling stage after the plastering down and 

the possible removal of some vegetation, the resistance to flow is relatively 

sma.11.er. Considering the super-positioning of a vegetation effect on the 

stl3€e-discbarge relation of Fig. 6, it is conceivable that the spread between 

the tvo curves would be reduced and certainly it would be at lea.st slightly 

changed depending on the characteristics and behavlor of the vegetation. 

Under certain physical conditions, the reach for which a stage-discharge 

relation is being develo:fled may tend to scour or a.ggrede during a flood. This 

change in bed elevation naturally effects the stage-discharge relationship, 

Also, the resul~cant change in bed elevation can influence bed roughness and 

the depth-discharge relation for the reach, Consider, for example, Fig. 9. 

In this case, the stream has a relatively large capacity to transport sedi

ment per unit of flow at small discba.rgen. AF, Q increases, the backwater 

effect develops and reduces the transport capaciti· in the ba.ckwa.ter ·area. 

That is, a large sediment load is being carried into a reach of reduced 

slope and velocity; as a result., the bed of channel begins to aggrade seeking 

a. new equilibrium level. On the rising stage, the bed level increases with 

time, and on the falling stage, it continues to rise with time at a diminish

ing rate until the backwater effect is eliminated. At this ti.me, because 

of the aggraded bed, a steeper than normal channel slope can exist in the 

reach causing a larger Froude number and increased sediment tr::n sport in 

the aggraded reach until the original equilibrium is restored. 

The bed ma·terial of an alluvial channel is fairly loose and soft when 

ripples exists. It becomes even softer and bulks to an even greater extent 

as dunes develop. When the transition stage is reached (vashed out dt1nes), 

the bed begins ·to firm up. Its weight per unit volume increases. With 

further increase in sheer, the bed continues to bec-ome firmer until vith 



plane b ee'!. and/,)r standing sand and 1:-,-ater waves, the bed has a maximum 

density. With still f'urther i.ncrea.se in Gbe~, antidunes develop. As 

larger and more violent an:tidune action occurs., the bed density may decrease 

slightly. This variation in density with bed configuration causes minor 

changes in bed elevation which can, at leaJJt slightly, effect stage-discharge 

relations. This concept is a:pplicable to all breaking stage--d.ischarge 

relations but can have .only a vecy minor effect when confined to ripple 

and dune ty-:pe configurations in the tranquil flow regime. By working 'W'i th 

depth instead of stage;, this effect is a.utarr.atically eliminated. In most 

cases, it is quite dif:ticult to measure and record depth, but this problem 
\ 

may be eliminated in moot cases by us ing a sonic depth sounder to record 

bed elevations. A son:tc depth so1.mder developed by Richardson, Simons, 

and Pose.k.ony (1959) can be modified so that it will measure and record 

depth of flow. 

De:pending on the ,ro:y in which the wind is oriented with respect to the 

ree.ch of channel in question t he resistance to flow may be increased or 

decreased and in every case, channel stability is decreased. Wind in the 

o:pposite direction to flow can increase resistance to flow on the order of 

ten per cent. Wind in the direction of flow slightly decreases resistance 

to flow. Wind in either direction causes instability of banks because of 

the wave action it generates and reduced the stability of bed material by 

causing seepage forces. It bas been qualitatively verified by Simons (1955) 

that Wind generated water surface waves can reduce the effective weight of 

bed material by as much as twenty per cent a.s a result of the additional 

tractive force exerted on the bed material due to the water waves and seepage 

forces set up in the bed due to change in elevation between wave crests and 

troughs. 
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As in the preceding cases, because the Vind action can effect the 

stability of the bed material and cha.nge the resistance to flow, it is 

anticipated that wind action can alBo effect the stage-discharge relations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The resistance to flow in an alluvial channel under all conditions 

of flow, is intimately related to the form of bed roughness. In turn, the 

form of bed roughnesn varies w.t th such factors as : 

1. The magnitude of the ahear force exerted by the water on the bed. 

2. The characteristics o:" the bed material. 

3. The fine sediment load. 

4. Seepage forces caused by flcnt through the bed and bank ma.terial. 

5. Tem:perature. 

As the fom of bed roughness changes the magn.ttude of the resistance 

to flow can change as much a.e 300 per cent. For example, considering flume 

conditions and a. dune bed configuration, the Manning n can be as large as 

0.035 but by sllghtly increasing shear, the dunes vanish and a plane or 

standing wave condition results which can have a Manning n as small as 

0.012. 

The large changes ·n resistance to flow which occur as a result of 

changing the form of bed roughness influences the form of the stage or 

depth-discharge curves for alluVial channels. 

There are, in general, three types of stage or depth-discharge rela

tionships for alluvial channels. If the bed form always consists of some 

combination of riwles, dunes, or washed out dunes regardless of variation 

in discharge; then consecutive 1neasurements of stage or depth and discharge 

made during one flood, vhen plotted, will loop or even cross forming two 

l oops. That is, the de~th for a given discharge on the rising stage will 
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usually be larger or s:rno.ller than the depth a.t the correspond..5.ng disch~1,,~ge 

on the falling s-ta.ge. These J.cop rating curves for rising and falling stage 

conditions are iu:finite in number for a given reach o:f channel. Each new 

flood yields a new set of curves unless the flows and channel conditions 

are identical. Hence, accurate depth or stage discharge relationships 

under these conditions do not exist. 

The ree~on for the loop or multiple loop stage discharge curve is 

that the formation and alteration of roughness elements for each change in 

shear, Yi.th the increase or decrease in depth, will lag the change in 

depth. For instance, on a rising stage the dunes do not increase in 

size at a rate corresponding to the rate at which the discharge and shear 

are increasing. Consequently, the resistance to flow will be less than 

under equilibrium flow conditions. Whereas, on the falling stage, the 

rate of decrease of the large rouglmess elements formed at the higher stage, 

residual roughness, is lagging the decrease in discharge and the resistance 

to flow is larger than it would be for equilibrium conditions. Thus, the 

rising stage curve is lower than the falling stage curve, in this instance. 

The reverse situation, where the rising stage curve is above the fall

ing stage curve can also be explained in a similar manner by the lag in the 

change of resistance ·to flow wlth respect to change in discharge. However, 

in this case the resistance to flow is larger on the rising stage than on 

the falling stage. 

The shape of the loop curves depends on the form of bed roughness 

which forms under equilibrium conditions for a given depth, the a.mount of 

time it takes for the bed roughness consistent with equilibri1..1m conditions 

to form, and the amount of time available f'or the bed to adjust before the 

depth changes a.s a. result of additional change in discharge. '11he above 

three factors are determined primarily by the energy gradient, effective &tze 

of the bed material, and the rate of change of discharge with time. 
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The second type of stage or depth-d.ischaxge curve occurs when t.he bed 

form is always plane, standine; im.ves, or o.ntidunes reE;ardless of the dis

charge. In this case, the slo:pe of the energy grade line is steep enough 

and the shear large enough. for the effective size of the bed :ma:cerial w1lich 

is involved that only these :forms of bed roughness can develop. li'or these 

conditions, the depth-discharge curve is the same for both increasing and 

decreasing discharge end j_s stable, and reliable. 

The third general relatic-nsh1.p results when the shear varies over such 

a wide range that ripples and/or dunes form at small discharges, and plane 

bed, standing waves or antidunes form at large discharges. With these 

conditions, the lower portion of the depth-discharge relationship will be 

the same as the first tYJ?e of general curve including all of its variability. 

Then, there will be a break in the relationship at some intermediate dis

charge which leads to the second type of curve. · This break will be down.we.rd 

and to the right on a plot of iepth vs. discharge because of the decrease 

in resists.nee to flow as the bed roughness changes. In accordance with th.e 

description of the type two curve, there is little variation in the depth 

discharge relationship after t 11e break. However, wherr? the break from a 

type one curve to a type two curve occurs, is variable for both rising ste.ge 

and falling stage conditions. Where the break occurs :tn the relationship 

depend.son rate of change of d:tscharge with time and the characteristics of 

the b~d material and may vary ~rom rise to rise. 

The form of the stage or depth discharge curves can be changed slightly, 

particularly the position of the point of discontinuity by: 

1. The presence of seepage forces. 

2. Large concentrations of fine sediment in the stream. 

3. Wind action 
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4. Vegetation 

5. Temperature change 

6. Rate of change of stage with time . 

With an understanding of the basic principles which cause the observed 

variation in stage-discharge relations, a more effective use of this relation

ship is possible. 
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